Join us in a powerful heart-encounter with God that senior leaders describe as
“an incredible experience,” “powerful, profound
and accessible,” and “hugely transformational!”
Transforming the Heart shows how to implement
Jesus’ method of change—one that starts with
desire fulfilled—to lead your team into a culture of
transformation.
Jesus taught that actions ultimately come from
the heart. Transforming the Heart is about becoming
aware of what is really driving us, meeting God in
that place, and bringing lasting change by dealing
with all levels of the heart:




Desires (like love or significance) filled in
relational encounters with God
Identity (wounds, memories, beliefs) reformed through experiential truth
Behavior aligned with the renewed heart through discipline

In this 3-½ day workshop with 12 weeks of coached follow-up, you’ll learn a
whole array of practical change tools from God encounters to coaching skills, and
practice using them with others. Presented in a highly-interactive, innovative
format, the course uses the arts, activations, intercession, demonstration, practice
and discussion to create deep encounters with the incredible goodness of God.

Master coach and leadership trainer Tony Stoltzfus brings to bear a lifetime of
experience in heart transformation, including coaching and training thousands of
senior leaders to encounter God powerfully in difficult situations.
“Tony Stoltzfus is one of the most genuine, caring, skilled and helpful people you are
ever likely to meet… His passion for each person to experience the healing, empowering
love of Jesus is only second only to his own passion to know the Lord himself.”
Danny Silk, Bethel Church, Redding, CA

For more details or to register, visit www.Meta-Formation.com. This event is open
to leaders and helping professionals: those who make their living in leadership and
fostering change in others.





Date and Location: Redding, CA. Nov. 7-10, 2012
Cost: $599 including workshop, follow-up teams and manual
Registration is limited to 32 individuals, allowing for a high level of
relational interaction and personal contact with instructors.
Registration ends October 24

